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Notes on 13Raman – Raman Lab operation
This document is aimed to be an introduction to first time users and to be
of help for troubles you might encounter while operating. The beamline staff
is always available for further help. Your comments and bug reports would
help us improve and keep the manual updated.
In order to support the beamline experiments, at GSECARS we have
available: a sample preparation lab which includes microscopes, an EDM
drilling machine and a mechanical drilling machine. There is also a laser
gasket drilling and off-line laser heating with radiometric temperature
control, a Gas Loading System (GLS) to load He, Ne, N, Ar and CO2.
Cryo-loading is also available.
GSECARS does not provide DACs or diamonds.
Please remember to fill out the end of the experiment form!
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South Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439) or electronic version to Nancy
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1. Overview
The laser laboratory is located in LOM 434 Room A020, and contains an enclosed
Raman system for high pressure measurements in diamond anvil cells (DAC). The door
that should be opened for sample positioning is labeled “OPEN HERE”. The interior
lights for the enclosure are located in the top left corner once the door is open (rocker
switch). Inside there is a locking plate that is compatible with DAC holders from 13-IDD.
Note: there is one holder that is not intended for use at 13-IDD (labeled “NOT FOR
IDD”), but can be used for the Raman lab.
There are three sample positions for different types of collections (Figure 1):
1) General Raman (λexcite = 946, 660, 532, 473 nm)
2) UV Raman (λexcite = 266 nm)
3) Laser Heating, Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman (CARS), (λexcite = 946, 660, 532, 473 nm)

Figure 1 – Top down view of DAC stage with DAC holder and 3 sample positions for Raman

Available detectors: PIXIS (200-1000 nm), NIRvana (850-1650 nm)
Important:
Moving between the three positions is achieved by the horizontal movement of the
sample. Since different DACs and/or sample holders have different dimensions, please
make sure to check there are no obstructions when moving between the positions to avoid
sample collisions with the objective lenses.
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2. General Raman Use
This is meant to be a quick start tutorial for users
All your data will be saved on “T:\raman_user\” drive logically extended with the year,
for example, CARS folder in 2018 will be: “T:\raman_user\2018\CARS\”

2.1

Creating/Updating Folders

To define where your files are saved, there is window to create folders (If you do not see
this window, skip to Section 11):

Figure 2 – Create folders and setup from LogFile, file paths do not exist (red)

Type your Group Name at the top and fill in any of the other boxes with names of your
choice. The above example would create a main folder called “GLADOS” at
“T:\raman_user\2018\GLADOS\” and within this folder create two subfolders, one called
“Raman” where Raman data will be stored starting with the name “q_001.spe”, and a
second folder called “images” where images will be stored with the name
“us_image_001.tif”. Once names are entered, click Create at the bottom. If the color of
the file path changes from red to green, then the folders were created successfully (see
below).
Note: You can use the Create button as an “Update” button if your folder already exists.
Your file path should update on the control window where it says “File Path”.
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Figure 3 – Create folders and setup, when file paths exists (green)

2.2

Main Control Window

The main Raman control window should already be open on the desktop (Figure 4):

Figure 4 - Main Usermode Raman control window

If it is not open, skip to Section 9.3 for step by step instructions on how to open it.
Note: While typing in the MEDM EPICS window, be sure that mouse pointer is located
inside the active box, and press enter to set the value.
All motor positions are expressed in mm. In order to change the value of a motor position
you can either (1) click on arrows or and buttons (the motor position is changed
according to the step size indicated between them) or (2) type a value on the light-color
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field (you have to have the mouse positioned on the box while typing!) and press enter
(see Figure 5).

motor position in mm
the pointer has to be on
this field to change the
value, press enter to make
the change effective
click here to change the
motor position by the step
size

motor number
the full motor name is
13RAMAN2:m1
Step-size, change by
entering the desired
value
three useful predefined step sizes

Figure 5 – Example of DAC stage motor control

The main control window is meant to somewhat resemble the actual optical layout of
Figure 1, with the three sample positions. Figure 6 shows the coordinate system used
relative to the DAC. Focus: negative is towards the objective lens, positive is away.
Vertical: negative lowers the sample, positive raises. Horizontal: negative is toward the
user (relative to the open door), positive is away.

Figure 6 – Optical layout in computer control window, coordinate system shown on right.

2.3

Finding the image of the sample

To find your sample, you will use a camera that collects the image from the objective
lens side (aka “Up-Stream” = US). To see the image of your sample you need to input a
pellicle mirror in the beam path, which is done by clicking the black “IN” button below
8

where it reads “Image Mirror”. The window should now look like Figure 7, where you
can now access the front light (US light) and camera controls (US Camera and Image).

Figure 7 – Control window after Image Mirror “IN” is clicked.

After the image mirror is in, you need to shine light onto your sample to see it. This is
done using the “US light” (has adjustable intensity shown by the vertical orange slide
bar) and the “back light” (LED light behind the sample, position is adjustable but not
intensity). A short cut is clicking the “L/D” button, which will turn on and off both lights
at the same time. When both lights are on it looks like Figure 8:

Figure 8 – Control window after “L/D” button is clicked and lights are on.
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Using Horizontal, Vertical, and Focus motors in the lower right corner, find your sample
on the camera (labeled “US Camera” in Figure 8). The image of the camera can be
viewed with the ImageJ software (Section 9.4), it is normally displayed on the top
monitor. You can adjust camera exposure by the number input in the green box (example:
Figure 8 shows the camera exposure time is 0.02 seconds). The green slide bar is gain for
the camera and the number buttons to the right set the camera to 1, 0.1, and 0.02 seconds
respectively. The “−” and “+” green buttons decrease and increase the exposure by
multiples of 5. The orange “Image” button saves an image of whatever is on the camera
in your defined folder created in Section 2.1.
It is recommended that you start with moving the Focus motor with 0.1 mm step size and
a camera exposure of either 0.1 or 0.02 seconds (for DACs). Try to maximize intensity of
light on the camera, and reduce camera exposure if it is too bright. Once you find
something in focus like the diamond table surface, use the horizontal and vertical motors
to find the center of the diamond table. Once the center is found, use the Focus in the
minus direction (i.e. into the diamond) to find the focus of your sample. After sample is
in focus, position the crosshair to wherever you would like to collect a Raman spectrum.
Turn off lights by clicking the “L/D” button and press “OUT” for the Image Mirror.

2.4

Collecting a Spectrum

Close the door to the enclosure and in the computer window enable “Lasers” and
“Shutters” by clicking the light gray buttons at the top (see Figure 9):

Figure 9 – Control window (top left corner), enabling interlocks/settings for detector.

The yellow words should change from “Disabled” to “Enabled” (You can also click them
again to alter between “Disabled” and “Enabled”). If they do not change to “Enabled”,
check to make sure all enclosure doors are actually closed and try again.
Note: You can still open the enclosure when Lasers are “Enabled”, but the Shutters will
automatically be Disabled. It is recommended you leave Lasers enabled if you plan to use
the laser again for measurements, such as for increasing pressure in DACs stepwise.
Every time you open and close the enclosure doors you need to Enable the Shutters.
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If you accidentally open the enclosure when the beam is exposed on your sample you will
hear an alarm. Close the enclosure and click the Reset Fault button to clear the alarm.
Select the Exposure time for the detector and number of Exposures (Expo.) by entering a
value into the blue text boxes. The exposure time has quick buttons for common
collection times (0.02, 0.1, 1, 10, 30, and 60 seconds). For example in Figure 9, the
Exposure time is set to 1 second and 1 exposure will be collected. It is recommended that
the user collect as much signal as possible without saturating the detector before
increasing the number of exposures.
If background subtraction is required you can enable background from the menu in the
box labeled Background and use the BG button in Figure 9. If BG is clicked the system
will collect a background image on the CCD for your set exposure time. If background is
enabled, that background image will be subtracted from every collected image.
If all folders were setup correctly at the beginning of this section, you should see your
File Path and Base name updated in the blue text boxes (bottom of Figure 9). You can
alternatively change them in the control window by changing the path or base name in
the text box and pressing enter. If you change the directory to a new folder that does not
exist, the “Yes” (located to the right of “File path”) will change to “No”. Click the “N”
button to the left of File path to create that new folder.
Notice the red WARNING sign in Figure 9. This indicates one of the following:
1) Lights to visualize sample are still ON (L/D button is backlit by yellow)
2) The Image Mirror is in the IN position (i.e. in the path of the Raman signal)
3) Shutters are “Disabled”
Once these issues are addressed, the WARNING sign should disappear.
Proceed to the next sub-section depending on which excitation wavelength you wish to
use:
2.4.1: Red 660 nm
2.4.2: Blue 473 nm
2.4.3: Green 532 nm
2.4.4: Near IR 946 nm
2.4.1 Red 660 nm
At the bottom left corner of the control window select the Raman wavelength by clicking
the 660nm button, and when motors are done moving it will look like Figure 10 where
the Current Mode is set to 660nm:

Figure 10 – Control window (bottom left corner), selected excitation wavelength is 660nm.
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Set Lasers and Shutters to Enabled (see Figure 9) if you have not done so already. Next
you need to warm up the 660nm VENTUS laser in the top right corner of the control
window, click the green ON button:
Set point (in mW)
Stepwise increments for
laser power (in mW)

Actual power output from
laser (not what is getting to
the sample)

ON/OFF buttons for the
laser

Figure 11 – Control window (top right), settings for red laser.

Find and press the blinking red button on the power supply located under the laser table
to the left of where you are sitting (it is not on the computer), it should look like Figure
12:

Figure 12 – Power supply for 660nm VENTUS laser. Under laser table.

If the button is not blinking after the ON button was clicked, make sure Lasers are
Enabled and the key switch on the power supply is in the horizontal position.
Set the power necessary for your experiment by typing into the “set point” text box and
hitting enter. You can monitor the actual power output by watching the value under
where is says VENTUS (Figure 11). Note: this is not the power that is hitting your
12

sample. For 660nm line, it is roughly ¾ the power of the set point, measured before the
objective lens.
While the laser is warming up, select your exposure time (see Figure 9) and go down to
the Spectrometer settings:

Figure 13 – Control window (middle left), spectrometer settings.

Note: Yellow text indicates the true values for that specific menu or input text box, not
what is the blue input boxes. In Figure 13 you can see the Grating Center input text box
says 578.25 nm, but the actual grating center is 745 nm, indicated by the yellow text to
the right of it.
For 660nm, the Detector should be set to “pixis”, the Mirror set to “Front”, and the
Grating can either be set to 1200 gr/mm (i.e. [500nm, 1200]) or 300 gr/mm [1.2um, 300].
The 1800 gr/mm grating has too low efficiency to work properly in this wavelength
range.
The Entrance port in the lower left corner should be set to Side. This should change
automatically depending on what Raman wavelength is selected.
There is an option to change the Grating Center two ways: 1) in nanometers OR 2) in
relative wavenumbers (cm-1). Whatever you type into either of the 2 text boxes will
automatically change the other one. You must wait until motors have stopped and the
Current Mode is set to your excitation wavelength before you enter in relative
wavenumbers. This is because the Rel Wavenumber is calculated based on the motor
position (i.e. Current Mode).
Lastly, if the WARNING message has disappeared you are free to collect a spectrum by
pressing the pink Collect button in Figure 9. This button will automatically open the
shutter for the laser, collect a spectrum, and close the shutter for the laser to minimize
laser exposure to the sample. You can load and view the .spe file using the T-Rax
software.
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Once you are done using the laser, click the OFF button for the laser (Figure 11), this
reduces the laser power to zero (there is no need to press any buttons on the power
supply). Make sure Lasers and Shutters are Disabled and lights (used for visualizing the
sample) are turned off when you leave.
2.4.2 Blue 473 nm
At the bottom left corner of the control window select the Raman wavelength by clicking
the 473nm button, and when motors are done moving it will look like Figure 14 where
the Current Mode is set to 473nm:

Figure 14 – Control window (bottom left corner), selected excitation wavelength is 473nm.

Set Lasers and Shutters to Enabled (see Figure 9) if you have not done so already. Next
you need to warm up the 473nm VENTUS laser in the top right corner of the control
window, click the green ON button:
Set point (in mW)
Stepwise increments for
laser power (in mW)

Actual power output from
laser (not what is getting to
the sample)

ON/OFF buttons for the
laser

Figure 15 – Control window (top right), settings for blue laser.

Find and press the blinking red button on the power supply located under the laser table
to the left of where you are sitting (it is not on the computer), it should look like Figure
16:
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Figure 16 – Power supply for 473nm VENTUS laser. Under laser table.

If the button is not blinking after the ON button was clicked, make sure Lasers are
Enabled and the key switch on the power supply is in the horizontal position.
Set the power necessary for your experiment by typing into the “set point” text box and
hitting enter. You can monitor the actual power output by watching the value under
where is says VENTUS (Figure 15). Note: this is not the power that is hitting your
sample. For 473nm line, it is roughly ½ the power of the set point, measured before the
objective lens.
While the laser is warming up, select your exposure time (see Figure 9) and go down to
the Spectrometer settings:
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Figure 17 – Control window (middle left), spectrometer settings.

Note: Yellow text indicates the true values for that specific menu or input text box, not
what is the blue input boxes. In Figure 17 you can see the Grating Center input text box
says 578.25 nm, but the actual grating center is 745 nm, indicated by the yellow text to
the right of it.
For 473nm, the Detector should be set to “pixis”, the Mirror set to “Front”, and the
Grating can either be set to 1200 gr/mm (i.e. [500nm, 1200]) or 1800 gr/mm [h-uv,
1800]. The 300 gr/mm grating has too low efficiency to work properly in this wavelength
range. 1200 gr/mm grating is recommended.
The Entrance port in the lower left corner should be set to Side. This should change
automatically depending on what Raman wavelength is selected.
There is an option to change the Grating Center two ways: 1) in nanometers OR 2) in
relative wavenumbers (cm-1). Whatever you type into either of the 2 text boxes will
automatically change the other one. You must wait until motors have stopped and the
Current Mode is set to your excitation wavelength before you enter in relative
wavenumbers. This is because the Rel Wavenumber is calculated based on the motor
position (i.e. Current Mode).
Lastly, if the WARNING message has disappeared you are free to collect a spectrum by
pressing the pink Collect button in Figure 9. This button will automatically open the
shutter for the laser, collect a spectrum, and close the shutter for the laser to minimize
laser exposure to the sample. You can load and view the .spe file using the T-Rax
software.
Once you are done using the laser, click the OFF button for the laser (Figure 15), this
reduces the laser power to zero (there is no need to press any buttons on the power
supply). Make sure Lasers and Shutters are Disabled and lights (used for visualizing the
sample) are turned off when you leave.
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2.4.3 Green 532 nm
At the bottom left corner of the control window select the Raman wavelength by clicking
the 532nm button, and when motors are done moving it will look like Figure 18 where
the Current Mode is set to 532nm:

Figure 18 – Control window (bottom left corner), selected excitation wavelength is 532nm.

Set Lasers and Shutters to Enabled (see Figure 9) if you have not done so already. Next
you need to warm up the 532nm VERDI laser in the top right corner of the control
window, click the green Enable button and then the Open button to open the internal
shutter (must be in this order):
Actual power output from
laser (not what is getting to
the sample)

Set point (in Watts)
Stepwise increments for
laser power (in Watts)

Enable/Disable button

Laser update timing
Enabled/Disabled indicator

Open/Close internal shutter

Figure 19 – Control window (top right), settings for green laser.

The control window should now look like Figure 20:

Figure 20 – Control window (top right), when green laser is Enabled and internal shutter is Open.

If the laser still says Disabled, change the blue menu box above “Disabled” from Passive
to 1 second.
Set the power necessary for your experiment by typing into the “set point” text box and
hitting enter. You can monitor the actual power output by watching the value to the right
of where is says Power, W (Figure 20). Note: this is not the power that is hitting your
sample. For 532nm line, it is roughly 10% of the power of the set point, measured before
17

the objective lens. For example, Figure 19 has a set point of 0.100 Watts or 100 mW.
The power measured before the objective lens would be 10 mW.
While the laser is warming up, select your exposure time (see Figure 9) and go down to
the Spectrometer settings:

Figure 21 – Control window (middle left), spectrometer settings.

Note: Yellow text indicates the true values for that specific menu or input text box, not
what is the blue input boxes. In Figure 21 you can see the Grating Center input text box
says 578.25 nm, but the actual grating center is 745 nm, indicated by the yellow text to
the right of it.
For 532nm, the Detector should be set to “pixis”, the Mirror set to “Front”, and the
Grating can either be set to 1200 gr/mm (i.e. [500nm, 1200]) or 1800 gr/mm [h-uv,
1800]. The 300 gr/mm grating has too low efficiency to work properly in this wavelength
range. 1200 gr/mm grating is recommended.
The Entrance port in the lower left corner should be set to Side. This should change
automatically depending on what Raman wavelength is selected.
There is an option to change the Grating Center two ways: 1) in nanometers OR 2) in
relative wavenumbers (cm-1). Whatever you type into either of the 2 text boxes will
automatically change the other one. You must wait until motors have stopped and the
Current Mode is set to your excitation wavelength before you enter in relative
wavenumbers. This is because the Rel Wavenumber is calculated based on the motor
position (i.e. Current Mode).
Lastly, if the WARNING message has disappeared you are free to collect a spectrum by
pressing the pink Collect button in Figure 9. This button will automatically open the
shutter for the laser, collect a spectrum, and close the shutter for the laser to minimize
laser exposure to the sample. You can load and view the .spe file using the T-Rax
software.
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Once you are done using the laser, click the Close button for the laser (Figure 20), this
reduces the laser power to zero, and then click the Disable button. Make sure Lasers and
Shutters are Disabled and lights (used for visualizing the sample) are turned off when you
leave.
2.4.4 Near IR 946 nm
At the bottom left corner of the control window select the Raman wavelength by clicking
the 946nm button, and when motors are done moving it will look like Figure 22 where
the Current Mode is set to 946nm:

Figure 22 – Control window (bottom left corner), selected excitation wavelength is 946nm.

Set Lasers and Shutters to Enabled (see Figure 9) if you have not done so already. Next
you need to warm up the 946nm Crysta laser. Find and turn the key switch on the power
supply located under the laser table to the left of where you are sitting (it is not on the
computer), it should look like :
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Figure 23 – Power supply for 946nm Crysta laser. Under laser table.

The controls for this laser are located in the top right corner of the control window:
Current waveplate position
(in degrees rotation)
Stepwise increments for
laser power (in degrees
rotation)
Figure 24 – Control window (top right), controls for near IR laser

The power of the Crysta laser is adjusted by rotating a half waveplate and reflecting the
light off of a polarizing beamsplitter cube to the sample. This means that the light will be
polarized in the vertical direction (i.e. perpendicular to the table surface). The waveplate
control has a value of 0 degrees for minimum power and 45 degrees for maximum power
(The power does not increase linearly). The example in Figure 24 shows the waveplate
is rotated to 20 degrees and the step size is set to 5 degrees.
Set the power necessary for your experiment by typing the rotation degrees into the gray
text box and hitting enter (0 = minimum, 45 = maximum). For the 946nm line, the
maximum power is around 200 mW measured before the objective lens.
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While the laser is warming up (allow 2-3 minutes), select your exposure time (see Figure
9) and go down to the Spectrometer settings:

Figure 25 – Control window (middle left), spectrometer settings.

Note: Yellow text indicates the true values for that specific menu or input text box, not
what is the blue input boxes. In Figure 21 you can see the Grating Center input text box
says 578.25 nm, but the actual grating center is 745 nm, indicated by the yellow text to
the right of it.
For 946nm, the Detector can either be set to “pixis” or “nirvana”. The pixis detector can
only detect up to ~500-600 cm-1 in relative wavenumbers. The nirvana detector is quite
noisy but can collect data up to 4500-5000 cm-1 in relative wavenumbers. Due to noise,
the nirvana can only support an exposure time of around 10-20 seconds before the
detector becomes saturated. It is recommended to increase the number of exposures
(Expo.) as necessary once this point is reached. The Mirror needs to be set to “Front” for
pixis or “Side” for nirvana (this should change automatically), and the Grating can either
be set to 1200 gr/mm (i.e. [500nm, 1200]) or 300 gr/mm [1.2um, 300]. The 1800 gr/mm
grating has too low efficiency to work properly in this wavelength range. 300 gr/mm
grating is recommended, but you can use the 1200 grating if higher spectral resolution is
needed.
The Entrance port in the lower left corner should be set to Side. This should change
automatically depending on what Raman wavelength is selected.
There is an option to change the Grating Center two ways: 1) in nanometers OR 2) in
relative wavenumbers (cm-1). Whatever you type into either of the 2 text boxes will
automatically change the other one. You must wait until motors have stopped and the
Current Mode is set to your excitation wavelength before you enter in relative
wavenumbers. This is because the Rel Wavenumber is calculated based on the motor
position (i.e. Current Mode).
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Lastly, if the WARNING message has disappeared you are free to collect a spectrum by
pressing the pink Collect button in Figure 9. This button will automatically open the
shutter for the laser, collect a spectrum, and close the shutter for the laser to minimize
laser exposure to the sample. You can load and view the .spe file using the T-Rax
software.
Once you are done using the laser, turn the key switch for the laser into the OFF position
(Figure 20), this reduces the laser power to zero. Make sure Lasers and Shutters are
Disabled and lights (used for visualizing the sample) are turned off when you leave.
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3. Pressure Determination in DACs
3.1

Ruby Fluorescence

Determining pressure from the fluorescence of ruby can be accomplished two ways:
1) Using any of the red, green, or blue lasers
2) Using the Ruby Mode option in the Spectrometer controls
Use Option 1 ONLY if you are collecting Raman data as well, in which case one of the
lasers is already warmed up. Be sure to set the exposure time to 0.02 seconds for your
first collection, as the fluorescence can be strong enough to saturate the detector.
If you only need to measure ruby for pressure then it is highly encouraged that
Ruby Mode is used.

3.1.1 Ruby Mode
In the Spectrometer controls (middle left part of the control window), click on the Ruby
Mode button:

Figure 26 – Ruby Mode button

This will do 3 things:
1) Raise a small sub-milliwatt green laser into the Raman path of the 532nm line
2) Change the Grating Center position to 700 nm
3) Change the exposure time to 0.1 seconds
After alignment of your sample to the camera, manually press the “Alignment Laser”
button on the control box to the left of the desk (on the computer tower), which looks like
Figure 27:
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Figure 27 – Laser heating/Ruby laser control box

Collect a spectrum using the “C” button next to the pink “Collect” button on the
computer control window. The “C” button does not active any shutters, it just triggers the
spectrometer. Proceed to next section for how to analyze the collected data.

3.1.2 Ruby analysis in T-Rax

Region Of Interest (ROI)
User defined

Figure 28 – T-Rax Ruby analysis

a. Please select the red Ruby button in the T-rax button menu bar on the top of the
program (Figure 28).
b. Click Load and select the collected file in the file browser.
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c. If the auto checkbox is enabled any new spectrum files in the same folder will be
loaded automatically.
d. You can fast browse between different file numbers by using the left and right (<—,
—>) buttons below the Load button.
e. To make sure that the correct region of interest (ROI) of the collected image is
selected please choose the appropriate ROI either by changing the values on the right
side of the new window or by dragging and resizing of the rectangle in the bottom
image.
f. To check pressure you can left click in the graph window and a line will appear
selecting the specific wavelength. The program will automatically show you on the
right side the calculated pressure. Please make sure that you select the right parameters
for temperature correction and the ambient ruby peak reference value.
g. To zoom into the graph window you have a choice to 1) use the mouse wheel, 2) left
click and drag to make a zoom box, or 3) alter the ROI settings at the bottom of the Trax window.
h. If the two ruby peaks are still separable you can fit the spectrum by choosing a
position close to the right ruby peak and click the Fit Ruby Peaks button.

3.2

Diamond Edge

Collecting a Raman spectrum of the diamond edge can be done with any of the available
Raman lasers (Section 2.4). If you are only checking pressure it is encouraged that
you use either the blue (473nm) or the red (660nm) laser. See Sections 2.4.1 or 2.4.2
for collecting a Raman spectrum using these lasers. The Rel Wavenumber should be set
to around 1400 cm-1 depending on the pressure before collecting.
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3.2.1 Diamond Edge Analysis in T-Rax

Region Of Interest (ROI)
User defined

Figure 29 – T-Rax Diamond analysis

a. Please select the blue Diamond button in the T-rax button menu bar on the top of the
program (Figure 29).
b. Click Load and select the collected file in the file browser.
c. If the auto checkbox is enabled any new spectrum files in the same folder will be
loaded automatically.
d. You can fast browse between different file numbers by using the left and right (<—,
—>) buttons below the Load button.
e. To make sure that the correct region of interest (ROI) of the collected image is
selected please choose the appropriate ROI either by changing the values on the right
side of the new window or by dragging and resizing of the rectangle in the bottom
image.
f. Make sure the correct laser line is chosen by filling in the correct excitation
wavelength (green = 532.1 nm, blue = 473.0 nm, red = 659.42 nm)
g. To check pressure you can left click in the graph window and a vertical blue line will
appear selecting the specific wavelength/relative wavenumber. The program will
automatically show you on the right side the calculated pressure. The faint blue line in
the background is the derivative of your plot, which will make finding the correct
position of the diamond edge easier. Use a higher derivative # when you have noisy
spectra (can be changed on the right hand side), otherwise the 1st derivative should be
sufficient.
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h. To zoom into the graph window you have a choice to 1) use the mouse wheel, 2) left
click and drag to make a zoom box, or 3) alter the ROI settings at the bottom of the Trax window. To zoom out, double right click anywhere on the plot.

4. UV Raman
The 266 nm Raman beam path is separate from all other lines due to the need for special
UV optics (see Section 8 for path). The 532 nm VERDI laser is frequency doubled to
produce the 266 nm and the output is sent through a rotatable half-waveplate and
polarizing cube beamsplitter. The combination of these two optics allows power control
to the sample by rotating the half-waveplate. This means that vertically polarized light is
sent to your sample and horizontally polarized light is collected (i.e. your Raman signal),
so by definition this is a cross-polarized Raman collection. If your sample is single
crystal or polarization dependent, you will need to take this information into account.
At the bottom left corner of the control window select the Raman wavelength by clicking
the 266nm button, and when motors are done moving it will look like Figure 30 where
the Current Mode is set to 266nm:

Figure 30 – Control window (bottom left corner), selected excitation wavelength is 266nm.

Set Lasers and Shutters to Enabled (see Figure 9) if you have not done so already.
To begin collection of UV Raman you need to move the horizontal motor to the UV
Raman position. Please make sure nothing will collide with the UV objective lens
before moving horizontally. Click the white “move” button in Figure 6 that
corresponds to the middle (UV) path, the horizontal motor will move to an approximate
central position for the UV objective lens. A new UV Image mirror option should appear:
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Figure 31 – Control window when sample is in UV position (center objective lens).

Click IN for the UV Image and use the same procedure for finding your sample as
Section 2.3.

4.1

Laser Setup

The UV laser is generated by frequency doubling of the 532 nm VERDI laser. Follow
steps in Section 2.4.3 to Enable and Open the green laser and instead of using ~0.2 W,
the UV laser requires ~1.6 W. There is a purple button labelled “UV” (see Figure 20)
that will adjust the set point to 1.6 W.
When the VERDI is at 1.6 W, look at the oscilloscope on the ceiling of the laser
enclosure:
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Figure 32 – Oscilloscope settings when outputting continuous wave UV (266nm) beam.

If everything is aligned, Channel 1 (yellow curve) would be a horizontal line above the
zero point. The example in Figure 32 shows the (noisy) curve is >100 mV above the zero
point.
Most likely this will not be the case, as the frequency doubling process is very sensitive
to any vibrations (including the shutter opening process). If the oscilloscope reading is
very jumpy or reading zero then you will need to adjust some of the controls for the UV
laser.
The box to the right of the oscilloscope is the control for the UV laser cavity:

Figure 33 – UV laser cavity control box (to the right of oscilloscope), Dither is ON.
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Make sure the Dither switch is turned off (down). You should now see a slightly
Gaussian type profile on the oscilloscope Channel 1 (yellow curve):

Figure 34 – Oscilloscope settings when Dither is OFF.

If you do not see this, adjust the “trigger level” knob on the oscilloscope to find the shape.
Secondly, adjust the Offset knob on the UV control box (Figure 33) until Channel 2
(blue curve) is centered around it’s zero point. Flip the Dither switch on (up) and make
fine adjustments to the knob to create a horizontal non-zero line on Channel 1. The
amount of mV on Channel 1 is directly related to the power output of the 266 nm beam,
roughly 1 mV = 1 mW output. The output of the laser should be somewhere between
100-200 mW.
Note: Channel 1 does not have to be completely horizontal. It could be quasi-continuous
where the output has some oscillation (see Figure 35):

Figure 35 – Oscilloscope settings when Dither is ON, Offset knob can adjust to obtain quasicontinuous states.
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4.2

Collection

Once the laser is reasonably stable, adjust the degree rotation on the half-waveplate using
the controls in the top right corner:
Set point (in degrees)
Step size (in degrees)
Actual degree rotation of
waveplate (0 = minimum
power, 45 = maximum power)

Figure 36 – Control window (top right corner), UV waveplate rotation settings

0 is the minimum and 45 is the maximum power getting to your sample. It is generally
recommended to start using a lower rotation degree value (5 or 10) and increasing until
you see noticeable damage to the sample. Note: UV photons can damage samples
easier than most lasers (including diamond)! If you are doing DAC work, you must
use Type II diamonds, Type I will absorb 266 nm radiation and become damaged.
Once the power is set, select your exposure time (see Figure 9) and go down to the
Spectrometer settings:

Figure 37 – Control window (middle left), spectrometer settings.

Note: Yellow text indicates the true values for that specific menu or input text box, not
what is the blue input boxes.
For 266nm, the Detector should be set to “pixis”, the Mirror set to “Front”, and the
Grating should only be set to 1800 gr/mm [h-uv, 1800]. Both the 300 gr/mm grating and
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1200 gr/mm grating have too low efficiency to work properly in this wavelength range.
1800 gr/mm grating is mandatory.
The Entrance port in the lower left corner should be set to Front. This should change
automatically when the 266nm button is selected.
There is an option to change the Grating Center two ways: 1) in nanometers OR 2) in
relative wavenumbers (cm-1). Whatever you type into either of the 2 text boxes will
automatically change the other one. You must wait until motors have stopped and the
Current Mode is set to your excitation wavelength before you enter in relative
wavenumbers. This is because the Rel Wavenumber is calculated based on the motor
position (i.e. Current Mode).
Lastly, if the WARNING message has disappeared you are free to collect a spectrum by
pressing the pink Collect button in Figure 9. This button will automatically open the
shutter for the laser, collect a spectrum, and close the shutter for the laser to minimize
laser exposure to the sample. You can load and view the .spe file using the T-Rax
software.
It is recommended to use low power and long collection times when using the 266 nm
line.
Once finished using the laser, click the Close button for the VERDI laser (Figure 20),
this reduces the laser power to zero, and then click the Disable button. Make sure Lasers
and Shutters are Disabled and lights (used for visualizing the sample) are turned off when
you leave.

5. Laser Heating
The path with two objective lenses (see Figure 1) is the Laser Heating (LH)/Coherent
Anti-Stokes (CARS) path. This is similar to the General Raman path except double sided
laser heating can be performed either alone or with Raman (i.e. high temperature Raman
data).

5.1

Preparation for Heating

Lock in your sample while the horizontal motor is in the General Raman position (i.e.
closest to the door). Please make sure nothing will collide with any objective lens
before moving horizontally. It is recommended to click the white “move” button in
Figure 6 that corresponds to the middle (UV) path first and then visually check the
sample will not hit the laser heating objective lenses. Then click the white “move” button
in Figure 6 that corresponds to the Laser Heating/CARS path, the horizontal motor will
move to an approximate central position for the Laser Heating /CARS objective lens. A
new Image mirror option should appear along with heating laser controls:
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Figure 38 – Control window when sample is in Laser Heating/CARS position (left objective lenses).

Click IN for both the Image and Image Mirror (these paths will be referred to as upstream US and down-stream DS, respectively) and new light and camera controls will
appear:
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Figure 39 – Control window when sample is in Laser Heating/CARS position (left objective lenses).

Use the same procedure for finding your sample as Section 2.3. Click the red High button
next to the camera controls for preset lighting and camera exposures.
Once the image for US is found do not move the horizontal, vertical, or focus motors
until the DS image is found. For two sided laser heating, the image from the DS side is
found by moving the DS objective lens and observing the image from the second camera
(Prosilica, Section 9.4). The control for the LH objective lens is found in the lower left
corner, blue button LH Motors. The X is the focus, Y is horizontal, and Z is vertical
movement of the objective lens. Use this to find the image on the DS camera (typical
diamond distance values are between 0.5 and 1.8 for Focus)
Once both images are found, align the crosshairs of both cameras to a common point.
This could be a unique feature on the sample or ruby sphere. First move the US image to
the specific point using the standard Hor, Vert motors (m1, m2), and then adjust the Y, Z
motors on the LH motors to align the DS image to that point. After alignment, only move
the Hor, Vert motors (m1, m2) to select a spot on your sample for laser heating.
To activate the heating laser, first click on the IPG/CARS gray button on the control
window in the lower left corner (Figure 39). This will enable the IPG laser. Then locate
the control box to the left of the table and turn the key to the main power ON (red LED
should be lit):
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Figure 40 – Control box for laser heating.

Allow a few seconds for the laser control box to power on and then press the “Activate
Laser” button (Figure 40), the button should have a blue ring light. Once activated the
“Emission Off” button may also be lit. When you are ready to heat, press the “Emission
On” button and the rest of the controls can be done on the computer control window.
Lastly, click the “Low” buttons on the camera controls (Figure 39). You are now ready
for heating.

5.2

Collecting Temperature and/or Raman

The computer controls for the heating laser are found in the bottom center of the control
window:
UpStream:DownStream
Ratio (rotates halfwaveplate to give more
or less power to either
side of your sample)

Main Power control
Shortcut and step sizes
Collection buttons

Figure 41 – Computer control settings (bottom center) for laser heating.

If you have not already done so, press the “Emission On” button on the laser heating
control box (Figure 40). Increase power by using the purple button on the computer
control window, which will increase by the increment entered into the light blue step size
box (0.100 is recommended). A shortcut for reaching 9.0% is the red button. The laser
does not emit radiation until ~9.5% current on the diode
While increasing power, monitor the sample on the US and DS cameras and once you
start to heat, press either the Collect DS T or Collect US T button depending on if you
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want to collect DownStream or UpStream temperature. Note: you can only collect one at
a time.
If you wish to collect Raman, warm up the laser of choice (473 nm is recommended) and
collect Raman as outlined in previous Sections (2.4.2).

6. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS)
7. 2-D Scan (Mapping)
To perform Raman mapping of the sample, locate the 2 buttons (Scan 1 and Scan 2) in
the control window near the motor controls for the sample:

Figure 42

a) Setting the horizontal scan
 In the main control window, click Scan 1 (near bottom right corner) to open the
window shown in Error! Reference source not found. (Note: this may appear on the
top monitor):
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Figure 43 – Scan1 window for 2D-mapping

Type in the PV name of the horizontal motor (m1) under “positioners” (Read and
Drive) as shown in the example.
Input the desired values for the scan START, CENTER, END, and the STEP SIZE.
The above example is a 20 µm line (-10 to +10) scanned with 5 µm steps.
Select the LINEAR scan mode, use the RELATIVE scale, select PRIOR POS in the
after scan tab.
Under “Det triggers” subwindow, enter “13RamanLF1:cam1:Acquire”. This triggers
the detector to collect signal.
b) Setting the vertical scan
 In the main DAC window, click Scan 2 (near bottom left of window) to see the
window shown in Error! Reference source not found. (Note: this may appear on the
top monitor):
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Figure 44 – Scan2 window for 2D mapping

Fill in the PV name of the vertical motor under ‘positioners’ as shown in the example
(m2).
Under Det triggers specify this time you will specify the “address” of the Scan 1.
Select the LINEAR scan mode, use the RELATIVE scale, select PRIOR POS in the
after scan tab.
Input the desired values for the scan START, CENTER, END, and STEP SIZE. The
above example in combination with the horizontal scan would be a 20 x 20 µm grid
scanned with 5 µm steps for a total of 25 points.
Click the button “SCAN” on this window to start the 2-D scan measurement
If parameters are set as in the example, the grid would start on the top right corner,
proceed horizontally to the left, then the vertical motor would be increased by one step
and the scan would proceed right to left again and so on.
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8. Detailed description of the 13 Raman optical layout
This section describes the optical layout of the entire Raman system. A schematic
showing all laser paths is shown in Figure XX:

Figure 45 – Schematic with laser line paths

8.1

660, 473, 946, and 532nm paths

The 600, 473, 946, and 532 nm laser lines all follow the same
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9. Complete Computer Reset
In the case of a complete computer reset, this section is designed to allow users to log in
and start all necessary programs to run the Raman system.

9.1

Logging into the computer

The Raman laboratory is controlled by the computer named “Exhibition” located in the
control area,
Log in as raman_user
Password is hellocars
From here the main windows screen will load with many shortcuts to programs.

9.2

Starting IOCs

At the top of the lowest monitor, you will find a series of shortcuts that have gears for
icons, see red box in Figure XX:

Figure 46
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1. Double click on the start_ioc icon. A terminal will pop up and run through a series
of commands, which will take awhile. It will look like:

Figure 47

You can minimize this terminal.
2. Double click on the Lightfield icon. A terminal window will run commands to
start EPICS controlled version of Lightfield (program that runs the spectrometer
and detector). This terminal can be minimized. This will also start a Lightfield
window that can either be minimized or hidden behind T-Rax on the center
monitor.
3. Double click on the PointGrey icon. A terminal window will run commands to
start the Up-Stream (US) camera. This terminal can be minimized. Displaying the
camera image will be covered in Section 9.4.
4. If you are using Laser Heating and would like to see/heat the sample from both
sides, double click on the Prosilica icon. A terminal window will run commands
to start the Down-Stream (DS) camera. This terminal can be minimized.
Displaying the camera image will be covered in Section 9.4.

9.3

Starting MEDM Windows

The beamline motors are controlled through an MEDM control window. To open the

standard window for DAC experiments, double click on the MEDM shortcut
on the
desktop (see Figure XX) of Exhibition computer (computer names are written on stickers
on the computer monitors), the main menu (Error! Reference source not found.) will
open:
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Figure 48 – Main menu of MEDM

Click on the Lab IOCs tab, and then select 13 RAMAN 2 in the pull down menu. The
control window shown in Error! Reference source not found. will pop up:

Figure 49 – Raman2 control window

Click on UserMode button on the right and the main Raman control window will pop up
(Figure 4):
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Figure 50 - Main Usermode Raman control window

Note: If all IOCs are correctly loaded it should look similar to Figure XX. If you see
blank white spaces where controls should be, an IOC most likely did not load properly.
See troubleshooting Section 12 if problems persist.

9.4

Starting ImageJ

After starting the camera the PointGrey or Prosilica IOCs (Section 9.2), to display the
image of the camera start the application ImageJ.exe (shortcut on the desktop, see Figure
XX). The application will look like:

Figure 51 – ImageJ control window

From here, use the menu to go to Plugins  EPICS_areaDetector  EPICS NTNDA
Viewer:
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Figure 52 – Route to ImageJ viewer

This will open the Plugin, where you can enter a channelName:

Figure 53 – ImageJ NTNDA viewer plugin window




For PointGrey (US camera), channelName = 13RamanPG1:Pva1:Image
For Prosilica (DS camera), channelName = 13RamanPS1:Pva1:Image

Click Connect and Start buttons when the correct channelName is entered, the
background of the text should change to green. If it is red, check the text for errors.
You may also need to start acquisition of the camera. For the PointGrey US camera, on
the main control window make sure the Image Mirror is IN and allows access to the US
Camera controls. Click the “more” blue button:

Figure 54 – Camera control in main control window (must have Image Mirror IN to see)

This will bring up the US camera main controls where you need to click the Start button
for where it says “Acquire”:
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Figure 55

If ImageJ was set up correctly, this should bring up a screen with a crosshair displaying
the camera image.
For Prosilica DS Camera, follow the instructions above, but the camera controls are only
accessible from the Laser Heating horizontal position and when the DS Mirror is IN.

9.5

Starting T-Rax and Log File

9.5.1 T-Rax
To start T-Rax, open the icon on the desktop (See Figure XX)

9.5.2 Log File
1) Open Python on the desktop (See Figure XX). It should be the PyCharm logo
2) Go to File  Open Recent  Log File (If prompted, open in new window)
3) Click the green arrow
Log File program.
4) Minimize PyCharm

in the top right corner of PyCharm, this will run the
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10. T-Rax
T-Rax is the software used to analyze the detector images (collected as .spe). This
Section will cover how to use the Raman tab:

1.

Select the Raman tab located at the top of T-Rax (green button)

2.

Load your file by clicking the Load button and finding the appropriate .spe file.
Upon loading the file, the 2D detector image will appear at the bottom (#4) and
the 1D integrated pattern will appear in the top window to the left of the Load
button (#3). If “auto” is checked, this will automatically grab the next file if a new
file is created that folder. Use the arrow buttons (< or >) to quickly scan between
files with the same names but different numbers (e.g. Sulfur_003.spe to
Sulfur_004.spe). Allow displayed is the current file name and file path.
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3.

This is the plot window, showing the integrated 2D image (#4) defined in the
Region of Interest (ROI).


Double right click rescales the plot window



Left click moves the vertical cursor (vertical green line), value shown in #6



Left click and drag creates box for zoom



Mouse wheel scroll zooms into the plot

4.

This is the 2D detector image. The white box is for the user to define the ROI.
Use the squares to adjust the sides of the box and the lines to move the entire box
around. The ROI can also be numerically defined in the X Y columns and rows on
the right. The color scale bar is on the immediate right of the 2D image, which
can be adjusted if necessary. The mouse controls are the same as for the the plot
window discussed above in #3. The intensity value of a pixel is display at the
bottom left of the image (Int) by hovering the mouse pointer over a pixel in the
image. If the pixel value is >65000 then the image is saturated. Reduce
collection time or laser power if this is the case.

5.

“Output” allows saving the data. Save Data button saves a .txt (ASCII) file for the
1D data in the plot window (#3) ONLY for the data displayed in white. Save
Graph button saves an image of the plot window (#3) with all of the overlays.

6.

“Options” allows users to define the Laser line (i.e. excitation laser), the Units of
the X-axis (relative wavenumbers or nanometers), and the Cursor (green vertical
line in #3) position.

7.

“Overlay” allows users to add 1D data as an overlay to compare with past or
future collected data. There are 3 buttons Add, Remove, Clear All. When Add is
clicked it will create an overlay for whatever is displayed in white on the plot
window. The option to visually show and change line color appears in the box
below the “Overlay” box. Offset and Scale for individual overlays can be changed
with the Value and Step size columns. Remove will delete one selected overlay
and Clear All will delete all overlays.

11. Log File
11.1 Log File Creator and Monitor:
This log-file software helps users to follow the Raman measurements, temperature
measurements, images, etc… they collected.

Figure 56 – Start screen of the Log File Creator
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The log file always includes the date, time, filename, exposure time, and relevant
comments. The default configuration also includes the stage positions, the excitation
wavelength used (WL), and the laser powers. If you need any other information to be
saved in the logfile ask the staff to help you set it up.
The program is set up by the beamline staff to run a single continuous log file for each
month. However, if you wish to have more control you can follow the simple steps below.

11.1.1 Starting a new log
1. Click on the Detectors button and choose which detectors should be logged (This
typically includes lightfield for Temperature/Ruby/Raman measurements and all the
visual cameras for taking photos).
2. You may want to use the Create Folders option in the Setup area. This will determine
the path/file/starting number for each detector you chose and will automatically
choose a directory and filename for your log. After doing this you can skip the next
step.
3. If you don’t use the Create Folders option, click on “Choose Folder” and choose the
folder where you want the logfile to be saved (keep it somewhere within the folder
created by you). On the top-right enter the name of the log-file and make sure to press
the “enter” key while the mouse is still in the box. The left side should be updated to
the name you have chosen.
4. Click on “Start” and logging will begin. Every time you use any of the detectors you
chose, a new line will be written in the log file.

11.1.2 Viewing logged items

Figure 57 – The Log File Creator in its running state

As long as the log is running (Figure XX) you can view the entries. Click the “Log”
button and the window will change to the view in Figure 58:

Figure 58 – View of current log entries

The list contains all items in the log since the last time “Start” was pressed. Each
filename has a prefix indicating whether it is an XRD spectrum, a T measurement or an
IMage. If you click on one if the items in the list on the left, it will show you the details
on the right side, as shown in Figure 59:
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Figure 59 – Example of details of a log entry

If you have selected an Image, you can click on the “Open Image” on the bottom left and
it will open the image in the ImageJ software (Or the default software).
Clicking “Log” again will make the window small again.

11.1.3 Stopping a currently running log
Once a log has started the “Stop” button is enabled and if you wish to stop and start a log
with a new name it is possible. If you use the same file name, the information will be
appended, and you will have a “heading” row in the middle of the log. The “Start Time”
and “End Time” reflect the last time “Start” and “Stop” were pressed, respectively.

11.1.4 The Log File
The Log file contains the headers of the collected PVs (left side list in Setup menu). The
headers (and values) are separated by tabs for easy importing as a spreadsheet. Each
column is a single value. Only the comments of some detectors might contain values
from a few PVs as a string.

11.1.5 Configuring which parameters are logged
Ask the beamline staff to help you with this. It is possible to follow other PVs. There is
an option to record some PVs when the start signal for a detector arrives and others when
the end signal arrives. It is possible to record a PV for both start and end signals. It is
possible to change the recorded PVs while the log is running from the Setup menu
(changing which PVs are logged will result in a new header line in the file).
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12. Troubleshooting
12.1 Control windows have white sections instead of buttons

Figure 60 – Example of main control window when Lightfield crashes.

If you see white sections where buttons should be (for example Figure XX), most likely
an IOC has crashed (i.e. one of the terminal programs). Follow the reboot protocol in
Section 9 depending on these scenarios:
 If the screen looks like Figure XX, Lightfield has crashed. Double click
the Lightfield icon on the desktop. If this still does not work, see Section
12.1.1.
 If the m1, m2, m3 motors are whited out, double click the start_ioc icon
on the desktop.
 If the US or DS camera is whited out, double click the PointGrey or
Prosilica icon (US or DS, respectively) on the desktop. Follow Section 9.4
if you need to set up ImageJ to see the image.

12.1.1 Lightfield crashes again when restarted
Sometimes there are still background programs running when Lightfield appears to have
crashed. In this case, restarting Lightfield will result in an AddInProcess.exe failure.
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1) Close any Lightfield terminal windows
2) Open up the task manager (Control+Alt+Delete  Task manager) and kill any
programs that have “Lightfield” or “PrincetonInstruments” in the name (End
Process).
3) Double click the Lightfield icon on the desktop.
Note: After rebooting Lightfield, the default Detector will read “nirvana” even though
“pixis” is displayed in the control window. If using any line other than 946nm, select
“pixis” and wait for the spectrometer settings to change.

12.2 Cannot find sample on screen
1.
Make sure the image mirror is IN, Lights are set to reasonable levels (usually the
L/D button is good for most samples), and the US camera is set to either 0.1 or 0.02
seconds.
2.
Visually check the sample (with the door open) to see if it is reasonably aligned
with the objective lens, both horizontally and vertically. Adjust Horizontal and Vertical
motors on the computer control window if necessary.
3.
Adjust the Focus motor in 0.100 mm steps while looking at the camera image. If
you notice the image is getting brighter, keep going in that direction to maximize
brightness. Reduce camera exposure to reduce camera saturation.



If you cannot find anything, redo Step 2.
If you see a honeycomb looking pattern, this is the fiber cable for the US Light. In
this case, the focus of the sample is approximately -0.120 mm away in the Focus
motor position (this distance depends on the objective lens magnification).

4.
If you have a DAC, once you have a diamond table in focus, you can use the
Horizontal and Vertical motors to find the center of the diamond table. Once you find the
center, move in 0.100 mm step size in the negative direction with the Focus motor. You
should start to see your sample come into focus about 2 mm in this direction.

12.3 Cannot see Raman signal


Are you using the 532nm line? Check to see if Ruby Mode is ON (See Section
3.1.1). Click the OFF button. The reason is the Ruby laser blocks the path of the
532nm beam used for Raman.



Check if the Shutters and Lasers are Enabled (See Section 2.4)



Check if laser of choice is ON and indicating output power (Section 2.4)



Check if sample is in focus on the camera and crosshair is aligned to where you
wish to collect signal (Section 2.3)
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Check if the Grating Center is at a reasonable value depending on the laser used.
Remember, the Yellow values display the true values in the control window
(Section 2.4).



Check if the user defined ROI in T-Rax is including the collected signal on the
CCD (Section 10).



If none of the above suggestions work, notify a beamline scientist.

12.4 The sample stage is loose or motors do not respond

If you encounter anything not listed here, please list the
problems you are experiencing!
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13. Appendix Information
13.1 Spatial resolution
The spatial resolution is dependent on which objective lens and excitation laser are
chosen. Below is a list of diameters (in µm) measured for the following conditions:
Spatial filter diameter (in µm) projected onto sample (measured using silicon)
Objective Lens
Magnification
5x
10x
20x
50x
20x (LH)

946 nm
75 µm pinhole
27
16
8
3
8

660 nm
50 µm pinhole
18
9
4.5
2
4.5

532 nm
50 µm pinhole
18
9
4.5
2
4.5

473 nm
50 µm pinhole
18
9
4.5
2
4.5

LH = Laser Heating Objective Lenses

13.2 Laser set point vs power before objective lens
13.2.1 660 nm
Equation
Intercept
Slope
Adj. R-Square

Power Before Objective (mW)

250

y = a + b*x
-1.7484 ± 0.23435
0.81113 ± 0.00163
0.99998

200

150

100

50

0
0

50

100

150

200

660nm Set Point (mW)
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250

300

266 nm
50 µm pinhole
10

13.2.2 532 nm

250
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y = a + b*x
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13.2.3 473 nm
y = a + b*x
Equation
-2.69566 ± 0.5059
Intercept
0.60928 ± 0.00351
Slope
0.9998
Adj. R-Squ
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13.2.4 946 nm
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13.2.5 UV 266 nm
The UV laser does not always output a consistent power day-to-day, therefore the power
is displayed as a percentage of the power measured in Section XX:
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13.3 Pneumatic Control Box
The Pneumatic control box is located under the laser table:
A description of all connections is in the following table:
Description
Shutter 1 (473,660,946nm lasers)
Shutter 2 (VERDI, 532nm laser)
Shutter 3 (UV, 266nm laser)
Shutter 4 (Leukos 532nm output)
Ruby laser (up/down)
General Pellicle
UV Pellicle
Back LED light
US LH Pellicle
Switch for entrance shutters
Switch for detector (PIXIS/NIRvana)
US LH Pellicle
US LH Mirror
DS LH Pellicle
LH Filter
Leukos Computer ON/OFF

Cable Label
V1A
V2A
V3A
V4A
V6A
Flipper 1
Flipper 2
TTL 13
Flipper 3
TTL 15
TTL 16
Flipper 4
Flipper 5
Flipper 6
None
SW32

DS = Down-Stream
US = Up-Stream
LH = Laser Heating
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Pneumatic Box Input
V1A
V2A
V3A
V4A
V6A
TTL 11
TTL 12
TTL 13
TTL 14
TTL 15
TTL 16
TTL 17
TTL 18
TTL 24 (back) *Switch19
TTL 25 (back) *Switch20
SW32 (back)

14. DAC program beamline staff contacts

Vitali Prakapenka

Office: 630-252-0439
Cell: 630-770-7035
E-mail: prakapenka@cars.uchicago.edu

Eran Greenberg

Cell: 630-822-0403
E-mail: erangre@gmail.com

Nicholas Holtgrewe

Cell: 314-707-1975
E-mail: holtgrewe@cars.uchicago.edu
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